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Young Engineer Award Finalists announced for region’s most influential
refining and petrochemical technology conference
Innovations and digital transformation in refining, petrochemicals & chemicals to be the key focus for Asia’s most
influential oil & gas downstream event
SINGAPORE – Over 800 regional and international refining & petrochemical industry leaders and influencers will
th
gather in Singapore at the 12 Asian Downstream Summit and co-located Refining & Petrochemicals Asia
th
st
Conference, to be held on 30 – 31 October at the Sands Expo & Convention Center.
As the anchor oil and gas event during Singapore International Energy Week, hosted by the Energy Market
Authority, the event is able to offer unprecedented and unparalleled opportunities to connect and do business
with key regional downstream stakeholders.
The 2019 event will host the Asian Downstream Summit “Awards of Excellence”, the most prominent awards
ceremony for refining & petrochemicals in the Asia Pacific industry calendar, representing a benchmark of
excellence for those working in the oil & gas industry.
"The Asian Downstream Summit Awards program honours and recognizes industry visionaries and companies
who have showcased outstanding performance and innovative technologies. These people and their
organizations are enabling the market to become ever increasingly efficient through technological development”,
says Tanushree Mulraj, Director of Conferences at World Refining Association Asia.
We are proud to announce our finalists for the “Young Engineer Award” ceremony taking place alongside the
th
Asian Downstream Summit conference <hyperlink> on 30 October 2019.
Young engineers from Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabia), Shell (Singapore), Pertamina (Indonesia) and SCG
Chemicals (Thailand) are shortlisted in this category.
The Young Engineer of the Year award will recognise a young engineer who has shown potential to become a
key contributor to the future development of the industry, showcasing outstanding performance and initiative in
his/her organization. The winner of this award is someone who has a strong potential to reach top management
level.

Other categories include:
 Best Digital Transformation Program
 Innovations in Oil & Gas Digital Technology

th

Join the upcoming Asian Downstream Summit Awards of Excellence taking place on 30 October in the morning
conference plenary to find out the winner.
If you haven’t registered already, now is the time! This is one event you cannot afford to miss!
INNOVATION & TRANSFORMATION – THE FUTURE OF OIL & GAS
Asian Downstream Summit will also feature workshops, running simultaneously to the conference sessions and
an interactive exhibition by leading technology experts. A purpose-built technical theatre on the exhibition floor
will provide technology companies with the opportunity to host expert talks showcasing their latest innovations.
Conference delegates will have the opportunity to pre set-up meetings using our special networking application
and also take part in an interactive Q&A during conference sessions using our multiple response program.
“Asian Downstream Summit gave us very useful information and showcased digital technologies, while also
offering exceptional networking opportunities. Come and see with your own eyes”. SRISURANG PONGPAWE,
Lead Engineer - Digital Manufacturing, SCG Chemicals, Thailand
For more information, please visit: http://www.downstream-asia.com

About Asian Downstream Summit
The 12 Asian Downstream Summit is the region’s largest event for the refining, petrochemical & chemicals
industries. As one of the world’s largest downstream-focused events, Asian Downstream Summit is an ideal
platform for networking, seeking partnerships, and learning the latest technologies.
th

Event dates and location:
Conference: 30 – 31 October 2019
th

st

Location: Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Singapore
Event website: www.downstream-asia.com
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